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"Why are they so sensitive about China, Manchuria and Korea?"
Sakai wanted to know.
"Well, I think they are primarily anxious to protect themselves
against any possible invasions from the continent which is a short dis-
tance away from them across the Tsushima Straits."
"So they are afraid, eh?"
Motono grinned at Sakai. "Don't you think that's natural, Sakai?
The history of the terrible Mongolian invasions in the thirteenth cen-
tury was written in their ancestors' blood, while your forefathers
merely heard the story."
"May I interrupt? The osoba is here," Okiku said.
"We can talk while we eat," was Sakai's comment
"Huh, it is a Tokyo custom to distribute soba among the neighbors
when you move into a new neighborhood," said the host as he received
his bowl of buckwheat noodles from Okiku.
Putting his chopsticks down, Takekoshi added: "It had its origin as
a tribute or admission to the new neighborhood, I believe, for the term
soba corresponds in sound to that of 'neighbor' and 'beside,'"
Sakai was already asking for another bowl "Motono, do you think
this Toyama you mentioned has influence enough to sway our Govern-
ment?"
"I am not so sure at this stage but it is quite possible one of these
days you'll find that Toyama's 'unseen* hands manipulate the nation's
Premier."
Saionji, laying down his chopsticks and bowl on the tray, com-
mented in a soft voice: "Huh, as to Toyama—I heard an interesting
story about him from Ito, When Ito was busy with the formation of
the Seiyukai Party, he wanted Toyama to join it, too, and invited
him to dinner to discuss the matter. As soon as he began to talk about
it Toyama shut his mouth tightly, like an irritated clam, never to say
yes or no all evening. He apparently enjoyed the dinner, however."
"He's a funny fellow!"
"Yes, Sakai," the host agreed. "After that, Ito had his intimate fol-
lowers go after this man. Several of Ito's lieutenants, one after another,
invited Toyama to dinner. He came and enjoyed the treat, but not
one of them was able to get even 'yes' or W out of him."
"Right or wrong, he must have tremendous will power, I, as an ar-
dent Socialist, oppose any war or violence." Sakai was now Inspire^
by many glasses of wine. "But since every legal means has sp far fatted

